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Key features
• A gripping human-interest story of boxing, crime,
redemption and a fighter’s will to survive
• Riveting accounts of title fights with Michael Carruth,
Derek Roche, Steve Roberts and Anthony Farnell
•    Introduction by Chris Roberts, the late Daily Record and
Sunday Mail sports reporter
• Colour photo section includes pictures from Scott’s own
personal collection

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
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•   Book signings and events at major European cities,
Peacock Gym and Scott’s fights
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
A riveting story that transcends boxing, the memoir of Super Scott Dixon, the youngest modern UK boxer to turn professional, is an
honest and haunting commentary on both human frailty and its strength of will. In 2004, as Dixon prepares for his next title fight, he is
brutally attacked and left for dead by unknown assailants. Unable to walk for one and a half years, much less box on a competitive level,
Scott wills himself to regain his world title and much more by 2012.‘Scott is a great fighter and he deserves every success after what he’s
been through,’said Oscar De La Hoya. Over 12 rounds, we follow Scott, blow-by-blow, through his early boxing success with Toby
Dixon – Scott’s grandfather and legendary Newarthill trainer – Scott’s relationship with the Peacock Gym and the Bowers brothers, his
criminal activities, Scott’s brush with Hollywood as the trainer and body-double for Brad Pitt in Snatch, as well as Scott’s time in jail and
psychiatric wards.Through humour, page-turning suspense and his indomitable spirit, the reader remains in Scott’s corner throughout.
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